
1 Prior to October 1996, service in Maryland was provided through an AP subsidiary,
Potomac Edison Company.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

This report presents an assessment of the transmission systems of the four major Maryland

electric utilities — Delmarva Power and Light Company (Delmarva), Baltimore Gas and Electric

Company (BGE), Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO), and Allegheny Power Company (AP)

— and the potential effect on those systems of the introduction of retail competition.  These four

utilities account for well over 90 percent of retail electric sales in the State, and include as an integral

part of their supply-side resources transmission facilities of various voltages in Maryland and in

nearby states.  Three of the utilities — Delmarva,  BGE, and PEPCO — are members of the

Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) Interconnection Association, the nation’s oldest power

pool.  AP is a multi-state utility that operates on an integrated basis in parts of five states —  western

Maryland, western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, and West Virginia1.

The transmission systems of Maryland utilities serve five important functions.  First,

transmission ties permit large power plants to be located in areas remote from load centers in

proximity to ample sources of inexpensive fuel.  Remote areas often have sufficient space to

accommodate the requirements of such large generating stations.  Second, transmission facilities

enable groups of utilities to minimize their operating costs through the joint economic dispatch of all

of the group’s generating resources.  Third, utilities are able to reduce their planning reserves (the

amount of capacity they must plan to build or purchase in excess of estimated peak loads) if they are

able to rely upon their transmission interconnections with neighboring systems to come to their aid

in the event of unforseen outages or other operating emergencies.  Fourth, utilities may be able to use

transmission for firm power transactions with neighboring systems, buying and selling capacity that

is available on a temporary basis.  Finally, utilities can use their transmission interconnections to

import relatively inexpensive energy from neighboring systems.
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Historically, utilities constructed transmission facilities principally to connect generating units

to load centers.  High-voltage connections to other systems for reliability purposes and the use of

transmission to facilitate economic dispatch generally were secondary objectives.  Moreover, utilities

with limited transmission capacity were reluctant to provide firm transmission service to third parties,

such as independent power producers (IPPs) and co-generators.   After the passage of the Public

Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA) and the introduction of competition into electric

wholesale markets, third-party suppliers intensified their requests for access to utilities’ transmission

systems.  Such demands were supported by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC),

which required utilities seeking merger approval or market pricing for generation to file open access

transmission rates.  However, under normal circumstances, the FERC had no legal authority to

require transmission access.  In 1992, this authority was provided to the FERC with the passage of

the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT).  In April 1996 and May 1997, in Order Nos. 888 and 888-

A, respectively, the FERC issued a comprehensive industry-wide rule requiring public utilities to offer

open access transmission service on a non-discriminatory basis.

The entry of numerous participants seeking to provide competitive retail and wholesale

electric service is likely to place new and different demands upon the transmission grid.  Utilities must

now provide transmission access to such potential competitors and, if transfer capability is not

available, they are obligated to expand the capacity of the grid to provide it.  In the short run, there

may not be significant effects on power flow patterns in the region.  That is, the short-run effect of

restructuring is largely financial, not operational.  Moreover, the transition costs that competitors or

their potential customers may have to pay to obtain power from alternative sources in the short run

could affect the extent of competition. However, over the next decade, significant new sources of

supply could emerge to alter historic power flow patterns, and therefore the usage of the regional

grid.  Such changes are difficult to predict at the present time. 

Another change that could affect power flows on the PJM grid is the approach used to comply

with the tight power pool requirements of the FERC open access rules.  (Although FERC does not

define tight power pools, these appear to be pools that use central dispatch and require members to
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meet planned capacity obligations.)  Those rules require members of tight power pools, which include

PJM, to file a joint, pool-wide open access transmission tariff.  In addition, tight pools are required

to file reformed pooling agreements that would establish open, non-discriminatory membership

provisions and modify any provisions that are unduly discriminatory or preferential.  The FERC

identifies an independent system operator (ISO) approach as one way that members of tight pools

may be able to use to comply with this part of the order.  PJM members have elected to use the ISO

approach.

Power flows on the AP grid could change over the next several years because of the

introduction of retail competition in Pennsylvania, and because of the proposed merger of AP and

Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne).

This report examines the current state of the transmission systems used by Maryland utilities.

Our focus is on the ability of these systems to deliver power from sources of supply, including

resources located outside of the utilities’ service territories, to distribution load centers within each

firm.  The report considers the transmission limits of each system, and identifies plans to construct

or place into service new facilities to ameliorate such limits.  For Maryland utilities in PJM, historic

patterns of trade, which reflect the availability of relatively inexpensive energy in systems to the west,

require an examination of import limits between PJM and the East Central Area Reliability

Coordination Agreement (ECAR) and the Virginia-Carolina Region (VACAR).  For AP, our

examination is limited to identifying any constraints and problems on the AP system.  This focus is

indicated because of the relatively little use that AP makes of imports.  Given its strategic location,

however, the AP system figures importantly in efforts to increase the amount of capacity and energy

that can be imported into PJM.  Thus, the report identifies limits on west to east transfers over the

AP system to PJM utilities, including separate limits for imports into the BGE/PEPCO area.

This report also describes some of the institutional changes in the electric utility industry that

are likely to affect power flows on the transmission grid.  In wholesale markets, this involves the new

FERC rules affecting how transmission access is provided.  This includes a description of competing
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ISO proposals that PJM utilities have submitted to the FERC.  Finally, the report considers the

potential impact of retail competition and customer choice, which are scheduled to go into effect in

nearby states and, possibly, in Maryland.

Section II provides an overview of the transmission systems of Maryland utilities.  Many of

these facilities lie wholly within the utilities’ service territories, and are used to transmit the output

of local generation and power imports to load centers.  Each PJM utility in Maryland also has the

right to use transmission systems in other states to import their ownership share of remote generating

capacity and to undertake economy power transactions.

Section III summarizes the FERC open access transmission orders, Order Nos. 888 and 888-

A.  These orders (dramatically) change the obligations of utilities to provide to third parties non-

discriminatory access to their transmission grids.  Section III also discusses the essential elements of

the independent system operator (ISO) paradigm that is now the basis for the operation of the PJM

transmission grid.

Section IV discusses some of the issues and concepts that are important in transmission

planning.  This section includes a description of the way that transmission limits are determined, and

discusses the concept of Available Transfer Capability (ATC) that now provides commercial data

regarding the extent to which the grid can accommodate additional transactions. 

Section V reports the results of the review of the utilities’ operating studies.  These identify

limits to transfers into PJM, which directly affect Maryland utilities, and other information bearing

on the ability of Maryland utilities to increase capacity and energy imports into their systems.

Finally, Section VI provides a discussion of the possible effects on the transmission grid that

could result from the adoption of retail competition in Maryland.  On December 31, 1997, the

Maryland Public Service Commission issued an order that will phase in customer choice in Maryland
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beginning in July 2000.  Regulatory commissions in Pennsylvania and New Jersey have already

approved retail customer choice in those states beginning at the same time.


